
Comments in visitors’ book to All of a Twist 2-15 September 2017 
 
 

 
 
 

 Wonderful, eclectic, colourful! 
 Very interesting. First time! 
 Love it! 
 Very interesting, informative, Will pass on information 
 Fascinating 
 Really different. Thanks 
 Lovely museum. Very interesting collection of exhibits 
 Very interesting 
 Very interesting exhibition!! Thanks! 
 Patrick is a good talker 
 Really missed the bigger Blake’s Lock museum and its exhibits 
 What happened to all the stuff that was in the Blake’s Lock museum? 
 This place is almost completely impossible to find 
 Some signage on the road entering from the Huntley and Palmer end would be a welcome 

addition…need to be ‘in the know’ to find the Bel and Dragon, Blake’s Lock Museum and the 
Turbine 

 So many exciting and varied exhibits on the theme -  last out as usual! Never enough time to 
look around 

 I enjoyed making a mosaic tile 
 We must return to complete the Riverside Trail, looks most exciting 
 Enjoyed volunteering at this wonderful exhibition 
 A great space bringing Reading folk to their history! 
 Let’s help with heating. 
 Tech. brill! 
 Swirlingly brilliant 
 It’s lovely it was open (7pm) and we definitely enjoyed it 
 Fascinating place to visit (visitor from Nantwich) 
 Fascinating and very informative-learnt a lot. Love the knitted figures! 
 Enjoyable visit. Thank you. 
 What a fascinating multi-disciplinary exhibition. 
 Cara loved the knitting, especially Ratty and Mole and Toad. We also enjoyed the light art. 
 Very interesting.  A remarkable history. 
 Excellent – love the pictures etc. Very interesting. 
 Fascinating a very interesting way of looking at twists! Great for Heritage weekend 
 Very informative. Should be more publicized because it is great!! 



 Great exhibition – especially the caravan house opposite 
 I’ve learnt a lot about the town. 
 I’ve enjoyed enormously. Thank you. Very informative too. 
 Wow! Superb weaving and spinning!  Glorious teacher. We so enjoyed our session. Thank you. 
 I enjoyed spinning some wool thank you 
 If RG Spaces has a Facebook page it will be popular 
 A really interesting, great exhibition. Thank you. 
 What an interesting exhibition. Make sure you read everything. 
 Great theme – wonderfully varied, informative  exhibition. Great  fun. 
 Very interesting. 
 Fabulous – so many angles a real jigsaw 
 Another superb visit. More drop spinning, wool weaving and willow weaving. A lovely warm 

welcome again and such a super experience. Thank you. 
 Great experience, practical representations to get a feel for the working of the turbines 
 I enjoyed especially the yarn bombing, the Honeysuckle and the bindweed, and Fibonnaci 

numbers and all things poetic. 
 Roger enjoyed Archimedes screw and all things mechanical. 
 Thank you very much. 
 Fantastic combination of themes. 
 Very good exhibition 
 Interesting and informative - a great effort! 
 Very interesting and well co-ordinated! 
 Great collection of interesting exhibits 
 Will presented exhibition thank you 
 First visit. Interesting. Love the twisty woollens 
 Very interesting. Well done. 
 Very good exhibition 
 Happy to have been a participant in this exhibition! 
 ??? 
 Wonderful  exhibition. Thank you. 
 Just goes to show what a few volunteers can do, wonderful 
 Thank you for producing such an interesting and informative exhibition. We enjoyed it very 

much. We were here for an hour and a half! 
 Great exhibition. Nice views from the Turbine House 
 Wonderful building and full of history 
 Thanks very much. Learned loads of new stuff, especially about the Hydro projects  
 


